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A B S T R A C T

Organizations are more and more involved into collaborations to face globalization, crisis situations or market
demand. Consequently, they are strongly dependent on their collaborative processes and matching workflows,
which have to be relevant and efficient through time. As collaborations and their context are now fast evolving,
agility of collaborative workflows is now an unavoidable requirement. Several solutions have been developed to
deal with this issue, but they often focus their monitoring on a single aspect of the collaboration and/or impose a
single adaptation strategy to face the detected evolutions. This article describes a platform to support decision-
making about the adaptation strategy to lead by: (i) taking into account and exploit relevant data gathered from
the collaboration itself and its environment (context awareness); (ii) proposing relevant adaptation strategies to
correct or improve the collaborative behaviour. Based on the solutions proposed by the platform, decision-
makers can choose the most appropriate adaptation tool to perform the selected adaptation strategy. As crisis
responses are specific cases of collaboration in an unstable context of execution (short time to react, highly
evolving environment), a proof of concept based on the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster is developed to
illustrate the use of the developed platform.

1. Introduction

It is now acknowledged that organizations (companies, institutions,
administrations or other) take part into collaborative situations to face
globalization, crisis situation, market demand [1] or any other unstable
environment. As a consequence, they are strongly dependent on their
collaborative processes (and their matching workflows): they have to be
efficient and relevant through time. Considering the instability of the
collaborative environment (strengths and weaknesses evolve, goals
change, partners leave or join the collaboration), agility of collaborative
workflows becomes an unavoidable requirement. This agility require-
ment for collaborative workflows can be expressed as follows: 1) how to
detect the instant where the collaborative workflows do not match with
the current situation (and what are the causes); 2) how to redefine the
best possible collaborative behaviour (at a concrete level, the best
workflows and their orchestration and choreography) at time t, in a
very short time (close to real time for specific contexts like crisis si-
tuations), depending of the current situation, the collaborative work-
flows progress, the state of the involved resources and collaborative

partners.
In the remainder of this article, crisis response management domain

will be the common theme for the presented examples. Crisis situation
response is a specific case of collaboration among organizations in an
unstable environment. Their context of execution is moving, unsure and
highly sensitive to their evolving environment (a tsunami after an
earthquake, pyroclastic flows after an eruption, pandemic into a
crowded refugee camp, etc.). In addition, the network of stakeholders
involved into the response is also evolving (arrival/departure of part-
ners, denial of service, etc.) and the execution of activities can fail. Plus,
the time allowed to react on changes is very short by the nature of the
objectives of such collaborations. Moreover, it is necessary to underline
that the human factor can also dramatically slow down the process in
analysing, combining or even exchanging data during disasters [2]
underline that in the Fukushima disaster management, the main issue,
far beyond the technical problems caused by both the earthquake and
the consequent tsunami, are the information avoidance behaviours that
are related to personal and organizational cultures. This phenomenon
was also observed in many major natural or industrial disasters
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according to [3].
In the official report of the Fukushima Nuclear Accident

Independent Investigation Commission [4], it is underlined many times
that the lack of information sharing (the right information to the right
people at the right time), and as a consequence, of a model of the
current situation, led to misunderstandings between the operator
company and the government, despite past trainings: “In terms of ac-
cident response this time, as shown above, it was problematic that there
was confusion in the chain of command for the station and that it ended
up being an impractical response organization where persons, who did
not understand field conditions, were making decisions from places that
did not have that information” [5]. This information failure led to late
and inconsistent evacuation orders [6].

Our proposal here intents to automate the situational awareness
during a crisis response in order to propose relevant adaptations of the
ongoing response processes.

The presented research works aspire to solve these issues at the
Information System level, by (i) recalling a definition of collaborative
workflow agility, (ii) presenting a brief overview of existing solutions to
support the choice of a relevant adaptation, and (iii) proposing a
methodology to support the choice of a relevant adaptation solution.
Then, (iv) the implementation of the presented methodologies based on
Event-Driven Architecture principles is presented, illustrated by a use
case based on the Fukushima disaster, before concluding.

2. Agility as a requirement for collaborative situations

Being able to efficiently and fluently participate into opportunities
of collaborations is nowadays a strong requirement for organizations.
This simple statement actually involves a lot of correlated expectations:
organizations must be able to design collaborative networks, to join
existing ones, and to adapt their behaviour (on a business point of view
but on a technological point of view as well). Considering these ele-
ments from the collaborative network point of view, the unavoidable
requirement for organizations to relevantly and appropriately take part
into collaborative situations must be compared with collaborative
network lifecycle.

From this perspective, the research approach of this article, based
on (and presented in) [7], aims at covering this lifecycle through three
main objectives underlying this necessity of collaboration and directly
covering the steps of collaborative situations lifecycle:

• Definition: Any collaborative network first needs to be designed
and settled up. This implies several subtasks such as identification of
collaborative objectives, selection of relevant partners, definition of tasks
and planification, etc. This first objective is supposed to be reached
by the creation step of the collaborative network lifecycle.

• Realization: Once the collaborative network is defined and struc-
tured (on both static and dynamic points of view), it is crucial to
support its operational phase. Actually, all previous steps such as the
selection of partners or the definition of tasks are not sufficient to
warranty the adequate performing of the emerging collaborative
situation. This objective implies to proactively orchestrate and drive
the collaborative situation according to the results of the definition
level. This second level is supposed to be reached by the operation
step of the collaborative network lifecycle.

• Maintaining: Obviously, a collaborative situation may evolve. As
presented in [8] there are three kinds of sources of adaptation: (i) the
motivations of the collaboration (context, and/or objectives) are no
longer the same and require a new understanding of the collaborative
situation, (ii) the collaborative network of partners is no longer the
same (arrival or departure of partners or even unavailability of cap-
abilities) and requires a redefinition of the collaborative behaviour,
and (iii) there might be a dysfunction of some tasks (even if the
collaborative network and the associated behaviour are pretty re-
levant) requiring to execute them again or find palliative operation.

The phases related to the definition and realization of the colla-
borative behaviour have already been studied, in particular through the
works led by Mu et al. [9] and Boissel-Dallier et al. [10] respectively.
However maintaining it by adapting it to the evolving situation still
remains a challenge that we aim to tackle in these works. It strongly
requires from the collaborative network to be able to react adequately
and to perform agility.

In this sense, agility is a crucial concept in a collaborative situation.
Rao et al. [11], Kidd [12], Lindberg [13] and Sharifi and Zhang [14]
introduce the boundaries between this concept and adaptability, flex-
ibility and reactivity. In logistics, flexibility is seen by Sheffi [15] as
“the ability to meet short-term changes”. McCullen and Christopher
[16] differentiate flexibility from adaptation over time in response to a
change. The concept of agility is based on three concepts: the system
must be able to change its structure (flexibility) according to a relevant
analysis of the situation and its requirements (efficiency) and this
should be done in a hurry (reactiveness). In the context of this article
(and as presented in Benaben et al. [7]), these three aspects of agility
have been regarded according to two orders: the first order represents
the functional level of agility while the second order concerns the non-
functional level of agility. Consequently, agility has been defined, on
first order, as the capacity of a system to (i) detect any evolution that
requires changes and (ii) adapt effectively the system. Regarding the
second order, two other attributes may be considered: first, the dyna-
micity of agility (i.e reactiveness) might be crucial and second, the
relevance of the detection and adaptation (i.e. efficiency) may also be
critical. Consequently as presented in Benaben et al. [7], this vision may
be simply and roughly formulated as:= + × +Agility detection adaptation reactiveness efficiency( ) ( )

This qualitative formula is a structuring scheme that allows the
study of agility to be partitioned according to these four properties.
Detection and adaptation may be considered as the main attributes of
agility while reactiveness and efficiency are second order attributes
(related to detection and adaptation). In the presented research works,
it has to be noted that the agility of the collaborative workflows should
be led on-the-fly, during the collaborative workflows execution, and the
adaptation step can focus on either realization level (re-execution of
part/whole collaborative workflows) or definition level (redefinition of
part/whole collaborative processes) as detailed in Section 4. Following
the taxonomy of the workflow flexibility approaches defined by Scho-
nenberg et al. [17], the approach of workflow agility we presented here
relies on mixing flexibility by deviation and flexibility by change (as
explained in Barthe-Delanoë et al. [18]).

Over the two first order attributes, the theory about the detection
part of agility has already strongly been presented and discussed in
Barthe-Delanoë et al. [18]. For this specific reason, the remainder of
this article will be focusing on an adaptation feature of collaborative
networks, within the frame of the overall approach presented in Be-
naben et al. [7] and the implementation of the agility (at the technical
level) through a proof of concept. The following Fig. 1 illustrates this
overall framework:

The aim in the presented works is to automatically determine what
kind of adaptation to perform (and why) rather than how to perform it.

Finally, considering crisis management, it is also crucial to notice

Fig. 1. Positioning of the current article in the research framework.



that this application domain drastically embeds the agility requirement.
It is a matter of fact that crisis contexts are by nature unstable (over-
crisis, unknown and unexpected events, continuous evolution, strong
disruptions, etc.) and require agility.

3. Literature review: choosing adaptation strategy for
collaborative workflows

3.1. Existing approaches

Many approaches are discussed in the literature about agility of
collaborative workflows, such as uncertainty management in workflows
systems, in particular, adaptable IOW (Inter Organizational Workflows)
[19], the ADEPTFlex approach [20], and the research works of van der
Aalst [21].

Loose IOW aim to define collaboration and to find candidates (or-
ganizations) to collaborate (candidates are not necessary known). The
partners can change during IOW runtime. Andonoff et al. [22] present
an implementation of such IOW in a collaborative environment. Multi
agents approach is in charge of agility and use two ontologies to search
and select the candidate organizations.

The ADEPT project developed a management system of adaptable
workflows [23]. It allows drifting pre-defined workflow: a user can
modify instances of this workflow on the fly, by adding or removing
activities or defining a new sequence of activities. A first commercial
solution of ADEPT (and of its 2.0 version ADEPTFlex), called AristaFlow
BPM Suite was released in 2008 [24].

The ATAPIS Project is focused on time-aware processes and pro-
poses to adapt the workflows during run-time to unforeseen events
under specific time constraints [25]. It inherits from the previously
cited AristaFlow, and provides a study of change operations directly
conducted on the workflow and how to still keep the temporal con-
straints of the process according to the changes’ effects.

The ProSit Method is proposed by [26] and proposes situation-
aware mechanisms to adapt process execution, when deployed in a
dynamic environment. The resulting situation-aware workflow can then
adapt itself to specific and expected changes in the environment. The
method basically implements a translation from situation-unaware to
situation-aware workflows. For this, it is based on the recognition of
pre-defined situation-aware fragment models inside a workflow, which
are in turn substituted to the corresponding situation-unaware parts of
this workflow.

Another approach is based on Worklets [27]. A Worklet is an atomic
and autonomous workflow that manages one specific task inside an
activity. Worklets are available into a repository and are chosen de-
pending on the context of execution of the workflow. This approach is a
late binding one, according Schonenberg’s taxonomy [17]: the process
structure is defined once for all (definition step) but its implementation
as a workflow is done during the runtime (realization step). This ap-
proach has been realized into the YAWL (Yet Another Workflow Lan-
guage) environment [28].

Case Handling is another approach, developed by van der Aalst
et al. [29] that manages activities by focusing on their exchanged data
instead of focusing on the sequence of activities (i.e. the process itself).
In this approach, activities to perform are chosen according the avail-
able data at a time t and not depending on the last performed activity
[30]. The CHS (Case Handling System) gives the user all available data
at a time t, and orchestrates activity runtime in accordance with these
data. CHS has been implemented into FLOWer [31], since renamed as
BPM|One as a commercial software solution.

Solutions that aim to cover any possible deviation of workflows by
preparing alternative branches are excluded. They are not realistic into
the crisis management context for obvious reasons (combinatorial ex-
plosion) as crisis situation are particular kinds of unstable environ-
ments.

On the implementation side, a few commercial products and

research projects attempt to provide agility to collaborative workflows.
On the one hand, BonitaSoft (a suite of tools to design, execute and
monitor processes) and the Architecture of Integrated Information
Systems (ARIS) tools are the major commercial products. ARIS’ ap-
proach manages workflow adaptation only in a deterministic manner
[32]. On the other hand, several research projects like the WORKPAD
project [33] and the CRISIS project [34,35] set the focus more on re-
covering the disconnecting nodes through specific tasks (WORKPAD
project) or supporting collaboration into crisis situation and on ex-
ploring decision-making under conditions of uncertainty (CRISIS pro-
ject). The European project PRONTO allows to fuse data from various
sources and analyse it to extract useful information [36]. If it can
support detection of new risks as a way to provide context awareness,
and data share among stakeholders, it does not focus on the workflow
management part. The European project PLAY proposes an adaptation
recommender service [37]: it allows adapting the on-going processes on
pre-determined milestones, through the addition of relevant pieces of
pre-existing processes (extracted from a knowledge database) [38]
proposes a Situation-Aware Dynamic Service Coordination that detects
and adapts processes in the domain of surgery, using an Event-Driven
Architecture to cope with the amount of data generated by the Internet
of Things. But the proposed adaptation is strongly domain dependent
regarding the detection conditions and is based on pre-determined
process alternatives. Despite interesting features and approaches to
solve the workflow agility issue, none of them allows dynamically and
automatically to both detect a mismatch in a continuous way and adapt
the collaborative processes according the mismatch.

We can see that, to our knowledge, there are plenty of research
works and commercial solutions to conduct adaptation at a pre-de-
termined moment and/or at a specific level (change a partner, change
an activity, etc.) as summed up into Table 1. But there is no solution
allowing to automatically detect a deviation and support the decision
makers in their choice of the kind of adaptation to perform, depending
on the detected deviation of the workflow or of its environment and
independently from a specific adaptation tool.

3.2. Information system architectures to support agility

On the technical side, we also investigate the way to implement
agility. As explained previously, collaborative workflows are subject to
evolutions due to the context where they are executed or the effects of
their execution itself. Thereby it is crucial to identify and react on such
evolutions: on the one hand, the collaboration has to be aware of the
changes of its execution context and on the other hand, it has to
monitor the collaborative workflows in progress. Thus, any evolution,
any change, any data, any information that could challenge the re-
levance of the collaborative workflows have to be managed. In a few
words, there is a need for context awareness. This need underlines the
necessity of bridging the gap between the Information System (IS) and
the things that happened in the physical world, as explained by Zang
et al. [39].

The notion of event defined by Chandy and Schulte [40], Etzion and
Niblett [41] and Luckham and Schulte [42] as an occurrence, and any
particular embedded data, and of the associated Event-Driven Archi-
tecture (EDA), can provide a support to automatically retrieve real-time
and historical data about both workflows and their context of execu-
tion. Events are produced by the people and the devices on the colla-
boration field (as shown on Fig. 2), and also by the services invoked by
the collaborative workflows.

The choice of the architecture is also led by the need for adapt-
ability. Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) principles are used to im-
plement the collaboration itself, through a Mediation Information
System (MIS) in charge of the interoperability of the partners’ ISs (as
introduced by Verginadis et al. [43]). The combination of both EDA
principles and SOA principles into an ED-SOA has been widely dis-
cussed in the literature. As stated by Josuttis [44], Luckham [45],



Maréchaux [46] and Michelson [47], we agree that EDA should not be
seen as a competitor to SOA but as additional principles to complement
SOA principles. Adding an EDA layer to the existing SOA allows the
system to gather knowledge about the collaborative situation, the col-
laborative environment and the collaborative workflows in almost real-
time by taking events into account, thus making the IS context aware.

But EDA is not only about managing event exchanges between
workflows, people and machines: it also concerns the business level by
filtering and applying business rules to detect relevant events or com-
binations of events. Two (or more) events (called simple events), which
are not seen as risks or opportunities when viewed separately, may have
a different meaning if they are considered together (and so they create a
complex event). For example, the combination of events embedding a
temperature measure of three locations (quite nearby) can lead to emit
a fire alert event. This event aggregation and derivation is called
Complex Event Processing (CEP) (as shown in Fig. 2), which is tech-
nically carried out by a CEP engine [41]. It is interesting to note that the
CEP is also able to detect and analyse events resulting from a combi-
nation of simple events. These so-called complex events are detected
through the permanent execution of pre-defined business rules (called
CEP rules) among simple events coming from data streams that are
feeding the event cloud (Fig. 2). As a result combined EDA and CEP can

ensure real-time and permanent information availability. Plus, the time
dimension is also taken into account with CEP: business rules can in-
clude time window, meaning only events during a given time frame will
be taken into account. For example, a time window can be used to
calculate the average value of a temperature on a specific location
during the last ten minutes.

One may argue that the CEP is “yet another expert system”. But CEP
is not about decision making but about creating knowledge from events
in real-time, as underlined by Fülöp et al. [48], and making this
knowledge available for people and systems in charge of decision
making through the emission of complex events.

Moreover, the amount of emitted events is growing as our world
tends to be more and more connected to become an Internet of Things
(IoT) [49]. Analysis of such an amount of various events is a very
complex task if made by solely human beings, in terms of time criteria
and available human resources, and bridging the gap between IoT and
context awareness is still one major gap as identified by [50]. For ex-
ample, [38] use EDA to support context awareness by processing events
into complex events that are meaningful regarding their application
domain (surgery). The ability of the system to take this analysis in
charge is also an important point to support the agility of the work-
flows, considering the time dimension of the given agility definition.

The other interesting characteristic of EDA is its ability to provide
very loose coupling between applications (web services of the partners
and of the MIS here) through the publish/subscribe mechanism as de-
scribed into the Web Services Base Notification Standard of OASIS [51].
Applications subscribe to a certain type of event and not to a specific
source providing this type of event. In fact, the focus is set on the
subject of interest to retrieve events. We can imagine that two web
services provide the same kind of information, through the publication
of the same event type A. Other web services subscribe to the event type
A. If a third provider enters the network and publishes events of event
type A, the subscribers will receive them without any technical mod-
ification or interface creation. This ability fits completely with our need
for an agile structure, especially for an application to crisis manage-
ment.

The main characteristics of EDA are summed up in Table 2.
The use of an event-driven approach combined with SOA allows our

system to monitor the changes as they happen, whether during the
execution of the collaborative workflows or in the environment of the
collaboration, in a real-time perspective.

4. Proposed adaptation approach

In this section, we will focus on the adaptation part of the developed
Agility Service platform, where strategies to adapt the workflows (by

Table 1
Overview of existing solutions to provide agility to collaborative workflows.

Product/Project Detection Adaptation Reactivity Effectiveness

AristaFlow No Yes (manually done) No Yes (relevancy rules)
ATAPIS No Yes (based on change operations, at workflow level

only)
Yes N/A

ProSit Method No Yes (automated on pre-determined alternatives, in
design-time)

N/A N/A

ARIS Yes (automated, event-driven) Yes (automated and pre-determined alternatives) N/A N/A
BPM|One No Yes (manually done) No No
BonitaSoft (Community Edition) No No No No
(Cheng et al. 2017) Yes (pre-determined

conditions)
Yes (pre-planned conditions and actions) Yes Yes (as both conditions and actions are

planned)
Loose IOW No Yes (at the software protocol level only) N/A N/A
TIBCO Yes (manually done) Yes (manually done) No Yes (performance indicators)
YAWL No Yes (pre-planned alternatives) Yes N/A
CRISIS Yes Yes (partial adaptation) Yes N/A
PRONTO N/A No Yes No
PLAY Yes (pre-planned milestones) Yes (pre-planned alternatives) Yes No
WORKPAD Yes No Yes No

Fig. 2. Principles of Complex Event Processing.



taking into account the detected differences) are proposed to the de-
cision makers. First, we will describe the inputs coming from the de-
tection step, then available adaptation solutions and finally the me-
chanisms that led to propose one or several solutions to the decision
makers.

4.1. Inputs from detection step

Considering that the detection step was already described and dis-
cussed [18], a brief reminder is done here about the results of this step.

The collaborative situation is represented with a meta model in-
spired by Macé-Ramète’s road crisis situation meta model [52] as it fits
most of our needs to represent the studied system (using concepts of
goods, people, civilian society, natural sites, characteristics, risks,
consequences, etc.), and the treatment system (actors and their ser-
vices). Two models of the same collaborative situation are so realized
using the same meta model:

• The field model that represents the collaborative situation from a
field point of view (only data incoming from the field are used to
feed the model),

• The expected model that represents the collaborative situation from
a workflow monitoring point of view. The progress of workflows and
states of activities feed the model.

Then these models are continuously compared: a risk was added (it
exists only into the field model), an activity failed during its execution,
a partner left the collaborative network (it exists in the expected model
but not in the field model), etc. The whole difference δ is the sum of all
the detected atomic differences δi between the field model and the
expected model. If δ value is over a threshold (defined by the decision
makers) the adaptation step is triggered.

4.2. Various adaptation solutions

The choice of the kind of adaptation to perform is highly bounded to
the nature of the collaborative situation evolution, as presented by
Pingaud [53] and Camarinha-Matos and Afsarmanesh [8]:

• Evolution of the context of the collaboration.

• Evolution of the network of partners (including their capabilities
and resources).

• Failure during execution or non-compliant results.

These evolutions can be associated to the three levels of the colla-
borative workflow design [7] and can lead to:

• Redo the characterization of the situation (on which the collabora-
tive processes are defined) based on the field model (users do not
start from scratch at this step): as the situation has evolved a lot, it is
necessary to go back to the very first step of the process design by
defining the studied system, threats and opportunities, involved
actors (as described into Mu’s research works [9]).

• Redesign collaborative network: based on the defined process, it is

necessary to find other actors and/or activities to obtain the
matching workflows (based on semantic reconciliation system, as
developed by Boissel-Dallier [10]).

• Re-execute one (or more) activity of the running workflows.

The evolution of both the collaborative network and the crisis si-
tuation itself (leaving/arrival of partners, removal of a risk, addition of
resources, etc.) questions the choices made to define, design and exe-
cute the collaborative processes. Evolutions concerning partners and
their capabilities can have negative or on the contrary positive impacts
on the studied system:

• Negative impacts: typically an activity invoked into the collabora-
tive workflows is missing (the partner does not offer it anymore).
Thus, it is necessary to find a surrogate activity (or set of activities)
that can achieve the pursued goals (e.g.: reduce a risk, prevent a
danger).

• Positive impacts: the arrival of a new partner into the collaboration
implies the offer of new activities. One (or more) of these new ac-
tivities may be more relevant regarding the collaboration objectives
than the ones called in the running workflows. It could be inter-
esting to switch these activities in order to fulfil the collaborative
goals with a higher efficiency.

In addition, the evolution of the collaboration itself can also chal-
lenge the relevancy of the deployed processes. Sometimes, it is possible
to call activities that are now useless or to ask for disproportionate
resources. It covers cases like sending a team to rescue wounded people
who do not eventually exist, call a team of fire fighters specialized in
forest fire to extinguish a fire that is ultimately banal, ask for a demo-
lition unit to bring down a building that collapsed in the meantime.

Moreover, the Agility Service has to propose several solutions of
adaptation, considering the inputs from detection step and the impacts
of the detected evolutions on the running workflows. As a decision
support system, its role is to underline the actions to perform and to
help the decision makers, not to make the decision.

These facts lead us to consider the adaptation solutions as a set of six
ranks of adaptation (Table 3). First, the adaptation has to be done in
order to correct (rank 1.x) or to improve the collaborative processes
(rank 2.x). Secondly, given by decreasing priority order of collaborative
workflow adaptation design actions, adaptation concerns the char-
acterization of the collaboration (rank x.1), the collaborative network
(rank x.2) or the execution of the collaborative workflows (rank x.3).

When adaptation solutions are suggested to the decision makers,
they are sorted by priority: corrective rank takes precedence over im-
provement rank, as characterization rank takes precedence over colla-
borative network and execution ranks. For example, a proposal of
adaptation “correct by re execution” (rank 1.3) takes precedence over a
proposal of adaptation “improve the collaborative network” (rank 2.2).

When an adaptation is suggested, complementary information is
given: for instance, in the case of a re execution of a set of activities, the
unique ID numbers of the concerned ones are given in order to support
the decision making and to allow the realization of the adaptation itself
through dedicated tools.

Table 2
Main characteristics of EDA.

Properties Description

Loose coupling Producer has no knowledge of the event’s subsequent
processing, or the interested parties

n-to-m communication Proactive publish/subscribe mechanism where one
produced event may have impact on several consumers

Event triggering Control is done by consumer on the base of the received
events

Asynchronous Asynchronous operations possible through events

Table 3
Adaptation ranks.

Adaptation level Purpose of adaptation

Correction Improvement

Characterization 1.1 2.1
Collaborative network 1.2 2.2
Re execution 1.3 2.3



4.3. Offering adaptation solutions

Knowing the available solutions of adaptation is not sufficient.
Indeed, the main challenge is now to fill the gap between the calculated
difference δ and the above adaptation ranks, i.e. how to offer one or
more adaptation solutions based on the analysis of the calculated δ.

It is important to note that the recommendation is domain depen-
dent, due to the strong bounds with the collaborative situation meta-
model. Concepts and relations among concepts are not necessarily the
same for an industrial partnership, a crisis situation, a nuclear crisis
situation, a road crisis situation, etc. As the need of adaptation is de-
tected by comparing the two models of the collaborative situation, the
detected differences are indeed meta-model dependent and so domain
dependent. In this paper, the algorithm defined to offer adaptation
solutions is related to the civil crisis management domain.

As a reminder, δ is the sum of all detected atomic differences δi
between the field model and the expected model. A difference δi is
composed of two variables: cost and importance. The cost variable re-
presents the cost of the operation (addition, removal, change) made on
an instance of a concept of the field model (e.g. removal of a risk) to be
isomorphic with the expected model. The importance variable adds a
weight to the instances of each concept of the model, giving them more
or less impact on the global calculated difference δ. In brief, only the
cost variable gives information about the origin and the concept im-
pacted for the detected difference δi. Considering that adaptation so-
lutions are based on the nature of the difference δ, i.e. (i) evolution of
the collaboration itself, (ii) evolution of the collaborative network, (iii)
failure during execution, it can be underlined that the focus is then set
on the involved concepts (People, Natural Site, Goods, Civilian Society,
Gravity Factor, Complexity Factor, Risk, Consequence, Actor, Service
[52]) and operations rather than on the involved instances themselves
to determine the most relevant kind of collaborative situation evolu-
tion.

It can be tempting to describe all the existing combinations of
{concept, operation} tuples and to match them with the six possible
ranks of adaptation. But the combinations are far too numerous, even
for our crisis situation meta model which contains only ten classes
(People, Natural Site, Goods, Civilian Society, Gravity Factor,
Complexity Factor, Risk, Consequence, Actor, Service) and for the three
operations (addition, removal, change). This leads to at least 59,049
existing {concept, operation} tuple combinations.

In order to reduce this explosive combination, we have studied the
relationships among the classes of the crisis situation meta model
(formalized as a UML class diagram). Goods, People, Civilian Society
and Natural Site inherit from the Sub Component class of the Studied
System package. The same applies to Actor_On_Site (which also inherits
from Actor) but this class is part of the Treatment package: Actor and
Actor_On_Site have a different behaviour compared to the Goods’,
People’s, Civilian Society’s and Natural Site’s one. A Sub Component
may have a Characteristic, from which Complexity Factor and Gravity
Factor inherit. A Characteristic may be related to a Risk. A Risk impacts
a Sub Component and is realized through a Consequence, which has an
effect on a Sub Component. An Actor provides a Service that respond to
a Risk and/or a Consequence. A Characteristic forbids the use of a
Service.

Considering this meta model, we can highlight some meta classes or
High Level Classes (HLC) (a kind of meta model of the considered meta
model), as shown in Fig. 3:

• HLC “Sub Component” of the studied system, containing Goods,
People, Civilian Society, and Natural Site.

• HLC “Disruption”, that impacts the HLC “Sub Component”. It con-
tains Characteristic, Risk, Consequence, Complexity Factor and
Gravity Factor.

• HLC “Service” that includes only the Service class. This is due to the
particular type of this class because a Service must be re-executed if

need be. Its behaviour in the system is different from the Actor’s one:
they cannot be in the same HLC even if they share strong bounds
(e.g. the removal of an Actor leads to the removal of the Service he/
she provides). HLC “Service” responds to the HLC “Disruption”.

• HLC “Partner” responds to the HLC “Disruption” and provides HLC
“Service”.

The three editing operations (addition, removal, change) have been
applied to these four HLC. The resulting impacts on the collaborative
situation have been studied (in terms of evolution of the collaborative
context, evolution of the collaborative network or failure during the
execution of the activities). Moreover, the study of the links among the
HLC (“impacts”, “provides”, etc.) enabled to find the minimum re-
quirements to propose an adaptation solution.

So we have determined seven generic families of combinations of
{HLC, operation} tuples that lead to one of the six ranks of adaptation,
as shown in the following algorithm:

AdaptationChoice(delta, field_model)

This algorithm proposes adaptation solutions to the decision-maker.
Parameters:
delta, the global difference calculated by comparing field model
and expected model (containing all δi elements)
fied_model, the file containing the field model

Variables:
choice, the list containing the suggested adaptation solutions as a
3-tuple: adaptationLevel (string), adaptationPurpose (string),
adaptationArgs (object)

Begin
choice ← {}

If (delta contains an added or changed HLC Disruption element) or
(delta contains a changed HLC SubComponent element and its
linked HLC Disruption elements are removed) Then

choice ← add( “characterization”, “correct”, field_model)
If (delta contains a removed HLC Disruption element and delta

contains a removed HLC SubComponent element and this involved
HLC Disruption element impacts this HLC SubComponent element)
or (delta contains an added HLC SubComponent element without
being impacted by any HLC Disruption element) Then

choice ← add(“characterization”, “improve”, field_model)
If (delta contains a removed HLC Disruption element) or (delta

contains an added HLC Actor element) or (delta contains an added
HLC Service element) Then

choice ← add(“network”, “improve”, field_model)
If (delta contains a removed HLC Service element) Then
If (delta contains a removed HLC Disruption element) and (this
removed HLC Service element responds to this removed HLC
Disruption element) Then
choice ← add(“network”, “improve”, field_model)

Else
choice ← add(“network”, “correct”, field_model)

EndIf
If (delta contains a removed HLC Actor element) Then
If (delta contains a removed HLC Disruption element) and (delta
contains a removed HLC Service element) and (the removed HLC
Service element is provided by the removed HLC Actor element)
and (the removed HLC Service element responds to the removed
HLC Disruption element) Then
choice ← add(“network”, “improve”, field_model)

Else
choice ← add(“network”, “correct”, field_model)

EndIf
If (delta contains a changed HLC Actor element) Then
choice ← add(“network”, “correct”, field_model)



AdaptationChoice(delta, field_model)

If (delta contains a changed HLC Service element) and (delta contains
an added or changed HLC Disruption element) and (the changed
HLC Service element responds to the added or changed HLC
Disruption element) Then
choice ← add(“execution”, “correct”, get(changed HLC_Service
element ID))

Else
choice ← add(“characterization”, “improve”, field_model)

EndIf
Return choice
End

Once δ is analysed through the AdaptationChoice algorithm, the
adaptation solutions contained into the choice list are sorted by de-
creasing priority (following the adaptation ranks described in Table 3).
This sorted list is then proposed to the decision makers. Depending on
the chosen adaptation solution, dedicated technical tool will be opened
to help the decision maker:

• To redesign the collaborative characterization (based on the data
contained into the current field model).

• To redesign the collaborative network (based on the data contained
into the current field model).

• To re-execute the identified activities (based on the retrieved ID
numbers).

The aim of such algorithm is to help the decision maker to identify
the best level of adaptation to perform by analysing all the evolutions
that happened into the collaborative situation and highlighting the
most appropriate solutions.

5. Technical platform implementation and results

In this part, the focus is set on the technical realization of the pro-
posal, the platform called Agility Service. One can note that detection
technical realization is also presented here (as only theory was exposed
previously [18]). This is motivated by the fact that detection and

adaptation are quite symbiotic parts: adaptation cannot be achieved
without detection; detection makes sense only if it takes into account
up-to-date and adapted elements. A nuclear crisis example, which has
been realized on the platform, is used to illustrate the technical im-
plementation and obtained results.

5.1. EDA to allow context awareness

5.1.1. Event types
As explained above, the context awareness is assumed by ED-SOA.

For this purpose, a typology of eight event types covering all the pos-
sible kinds of events that can happen in the studied system and its
environment is defined. Like the meta model used to characterize the
collaborative situation, the proposed typology is domain dependent:
here, a crisis situation event typology is presented. Fig. 4 presents four
meta types of events (Situation, Resources, Activity and Consequence),
all depending on one common ancestor called Event and containing two
attributes (TimeStamp and UniqueID, meeting the minimal require-
ments about event characteristics [41]). Each event type (Measure,
Alert, Demand, Offer, Resources_Status, Activity_Status, Instruction and
Report) owns attributes and inherits a part of them from its ancestors.

These event types are used to subscribe to event sources such as
sensors, devices, social networks or workflow monitoring, and to pro-
cess the collected events through the CEP engine.

5.1.2. ED-SOA technical choices
Luckham and Schulte [42] recommend defining the event types

through a language like XML Schema or Java. Keeping in mind that the
architecture is ED-SOA, the choice of the technical format for event
exchange is naturally guided to use the Web Services-Notification (WS-
N) standard (OASIS [50,54,55]), which is based on XML formalism, to
describe the event occurrences sent by the sensors and received by their
subscribers (including the CEP engine instance(s) dedicated to the
considered crisis situation).

The chosen open source CEP is Esper, developed by the American
software editor EsperTech [56],as it natively proposes to manage XML
formatted events.

Fig. 3. High Level Classes: Subcomponent (up left), Disruption (down left), Partner (up right), Service (down right).



5.2. Implementation of the proposal

5.2.1. Fukushima Daiichi disaster based example
As a proof of concept, an example based on the Fukushima Daiichi

nuclear plant accident was developed. The data emitted by the nuclear
plant’s sensors (wind speed, wind direction, γ-ray and neutron radia-
tion) were retrieved in a report available on the TEPCO’s website [57]
(TEPCO is the nuclear plant owner). These sensors, located in several
places and measure points (MP-1, MP-8, Main Gate, etc.) of the nuclear
plant, are simulated by Web Services we have developed. The data
types and values emitted by these Web Services are the same as the real
data emitted by the sensors of the plant during the nuclear accident.
One example of such data, emitted as a Measure Event simulated by our
system and received into the implemented CEP can be seen in Fig. 5.

The use-case takes place during the first hours of March 12th, 2011,
less than 24 h after the tsunami and the nuclear crisis breakdown.

5.2.2. Automated models update (detection step)
Regarding the comparison method described into Barthe-Delanoë

et al. [18], events are used to track the changes inside the collaborative
situation model as follows:

• The expected model is fed by updating the initial model with
complex events generated on the base of monitoring events. The
timeline of the real performed crisis response is used to simulate the
response process and to feed the expected model.

• The field model is obtained by updating the initial model with
complex events generated on the base of events emitted by the field.

The CEP engine subscribes to various sources of events and listen/
analyse incoming events thanks to a set of rules. These rules, defined by
the decision makers (based on their past experience, feedbacks and
emergency plans) allow to react on incoming events and to create new
events that, once gathered by the Agility Service through a publish/
subscribe mechanism, are used to automatically update both situation
and field models.

For instance, the following sample business rule (Fig. 6) generates

an alert event about a new risk as the radiation in ambient air is in-
creasing too fast or beyond a threshold (combined with wind speed) is
impacting the 20-km radius area from the measure locations.

It is interesting to note that in such rule, the sensors used to gather
the measures of radiation rate have not to be namely identified in the
business rule. The only requirement is to identify the relevant topics
and pieces of information (i.e. wind speed during the last two minutes,
rates of radiation in ambient air in various locations of the nuclear plant
during the last minute) to get them through the events emitted by the
sensors the CEP engine has subscribed. The sensor itself does not matter
(as long it is supposed that the CEP engine subscribes to relevant and
trustable event producers): the information is sensor-independent but
topic-dependent. This also means that sensors can be added in the
monitoring network (e.g. through mobile units) without requiring
changing the CEP business rules to take them into account.

This CEP rule is triggered if the radiation level measured in several
places on the nuclear plant is over 4 µSv in the last two minutes,
combined with light windy conditions. In this case, the Esper CEP en-
gine emits an alert event. The Agility Service then gathers this alert in
order to update the field model thanks matching rules. The data emitted
by the sensors (i.e. events) are filtered by the CEP engine. In our ex-
ample, around 7:00 a.m., incoming events (i.e. real sensor data simu-
lated by the Web Services) trigger the previously detailed business rule.
As a consequence, Esper CEP engine creates a “global contamination
20-km radius area” event. The type of this event is the alert type. The
Agility Service (which subscribes to the alert event type) gathers it and
uses it to automatically update the field model of the crisis situation.
Therefore, a new risk is added into the field model (as shown on Fig. 7),
after having checked that this risk (and its links to other instances) does
not exist yet into the model. The alert is maintained (and so the added
risk) around 10:00 a.m. by new events coming from the field of the
crisis situation.

5.2.3. Field model and expected model comparison (detection step)
Concerning the implementation of the models comparison, as our

models are written in XML (Fig. 8), the retained methodology is the use
of algorithms for XML tree comparison (like the ones presented in De-
maine et al. [58], Pawlik and Augsten [59]).

But these algorithms do not really meet our requirements that are:
(i) looking for similarity (the order of sibling nodes does not matter in
our comparison) and (ii) a full usable report of the detected difference
(s) between both models (for each detected difference: its type –re-
moval, addition, change- and the concerned element). Finally, we have
adapted a tool used to check the quality of XML transformations called
XMLUnit [60] as it fits the needs described previously. XMLUnit is a
software tool designed for XML unit testing in Java programs. It allows
comparing XML documents against expected outcomes. For our use,
XMLUnit is called to compare the field model against the expected
model. This means when a difference is detected by the XMLUnit dif-
ference engine and identified as a:

• Removal operation: the concerned element exists into the expected

Fig. 4. Class diagram of the eight event types for crisis situation management.

Fig. 5. Example of an event emitted by a wind speed sensor, during the Fukushima
Daiichi disaster.



model but not into the field model.

• Addition operation: the concerned element exists into the field
model but not into the expected model.

• Change operation: the value of one or more attributes of an element
(existing in both models) has been modified.

However, XMLUnit algorithm does not take into account the specific
nature of attributes typed with the standard type ID. As a reminder,
such an attribute has a value that is a unique identifier: it cannot appear
more than once in the XML document. In our case, each element of our
models (partner, service, risk, etc.) is annotated with such ID typed
attribute. But XMLUnit does not interpret the value of an attribute as-
signed with the ID type as a unique one. This implies the detection of
meaningless differences between our models and to finally lead to a
wrong analysis of the existing distance between our models. To solve it,
we have completed XMLUnit diff engine behaviour with an additional
software layer. Once XMLUnit has retrieved all the differences, this
additional layer searches for differences typed as “change operation”
concerning the ID typed attribute named id into the difference report. If
such a difference is found between two elements (one with id=″A0″
from expected model, one with id=″B0″, from field model), the fol-
lowing actions are triggered to clean and correct the difference report:

• A difference identified as a removal operation concerning element
with id=″A0″ is created and added to the difference report.

• A difference identified as an adding operation concerning element

Fig. 6. Sample of a business rule implemented into Esper CEP engine. (screenshot from the Java class implementation).

Fig. 7. Screenshot of the crisis situation modeller (thin client). Left side: field model; right side: expected model.

Fig. 8. Short sample of situation model XML file (field model here).

Fig. 9. Screenshot of the detection step result of the Agility Service: a new risk has been
added into the field model and the difference between field and expected models has been
detected.



with id=″B0″ is created and added to the difference report.

• The difference identified as a change operation is removed from the
difference report.

Then, once the report of the detected differences is cleaned and
corrected, the analysis of the detected differences can be run. It is in-
teresting to note that the comparison step is domain independent.
Regardless the considered situation (B2B collaboration, nuclear crisis
management, road crisis management, industrial plant survey, etc.), the
algorithm remains accurate.

After the comparison step of both expected and field models (Fig. 9),
it appears that the contamination risk only exists into the field model. A
difference is detected, and δ is important enough to exceed the
threshold.

5.2.4. Adaptation step
When the detection of differences is exceeding the threshold, an

adaptation proposal is triggered through the algorithm defined in the
previous section. This algorithm is implemented using Java language.

In our example, the Agility Service advises the decision makers to
redefine the collaborative response (i.e. redefine the collaborative
processes) as no activity of the current workflows can respond to this
risk (Fig. 10). The Agility Service redirects the decision makers auto-
matically to the tools they use to design the collaborative processes, i.e.
the crisis response.

As a result of this automated addition of a new risk into the situation
model and the consequent proposed solution to adapt the response by
redefinition of the collaborative process (helped with the collaborative
process editor proposed by [9] or any other software tool assuming this
feature). Based on this information, the stakeholders could decide to
adapt the on-going crisis response process by adding an activity to
evacuate people living within a 20-km radius area from the nuclear
plant at the end of the morning of March 12th, 2011.

This simulation based on real disaster data and timeline seems to be
quite trivial, as automatically gathering and aggregating data through a
simple business rule to automatically add a risk in the crisis model
appears as an easy task to perform. But, while facing the amount of
emitted data, the number of stakeholders and the human factors to cope
with in such situations, being able to automatically filter, gather, infer
and share information about both the crisis situation and the crisis re-
sponse can help stakeholders to get an accurate view of the crisis si-
tuation and support them to take decisions to adapt their response
processes.

6. Conclusion

It is now acknowledged that the collaboration between hetero-
geneous organizations is a crucial issue for their survival into an un-
stable environment, especially in a crisis management context. The
proposal within these research works assumes that their collaboration is
based on the interoperability of their Information Systems, conducted
through a Mediation Information System. It supports the execution of
the collaborative processes between the collaboration partners.
However, the unstable nature of crisis situation and of its environment
may compromise the relevance of the crisis response to achieve the
stakeholders’ goals and the proper execution of the corresponding
workflows.

Taking into account the emergence of new constraints during the
runtime of the workflows led us to focus on the collaborative process
agility. Two major steps are necessary to ensure the agility of colla-
borative workflows: (i) the detection of an evolution that compromises
the pursuit of the collaborative goals through the deployed workflows;
(ii) the deduction of the behaviour to adopt to overcome the detected
evolution and achieve objectives whatever happens, within a very short
time. Combining the principles and strengths of both Event-Driven
Architecture and Service Oriented Architecture not only allow us to
ensure an agile architecture but also provide the required context
awareness to the Agility Service.

One can note that the adaptation step is strongly domain dependent.
For each domain layer of the meta model, new High Level Classes have
to be determined and matches between these HLC and the six ranks of
adaptation have to be done. A way to infer knowledge about HLC and
their relationships to the adaptation ranks should be studied, in order to
facilitate the use of the defined proposal for new business domains.

Considering that overall proposal, two reproaches might be done: (i)
what about the robustness of such a system (considering how fragile are
communication networks are, especially in crisis context)? And (ii) how
to deal with the constraint of data trust (event content, event sources)?
Concerning the first point, such architecture is just as vulnerable as
another one: it is as strong as the physical system is strong. Considering
the software part, the second point is the subject of some studies to-
wards trust [61] and confidence into data and information sharing [62],
especially into the domain of Big Data and Internet of Things. Perfor-
mance and scalability tests of the Agility Service are also planned in
future works.
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